
Though it would always remain the work of younger men, within 
a few days Seán Docherty became more accustomed to the heavier 
labour, and, except for a twinge in his ankle that from time to time 
caused a slight limp, he had more or less taken to his new job, 
and with more energy to spare found himself (in theory anyway) 
taking part in the wild humour and sudden bursts of horseplay of 
the younger navvies, so that when it was suggested that their older 
workmate might join them for a pint at the forthcoming St Patrick’s 
night dance he readily agreed, because he liked them. So on the 
following Saturday night Seán was found by his workmates sitting 
at the bar in the Buffalo dance hall in Camden Town, while the 
girls waiting to be asked to dance were standing around in huddles, 
pretty and provoking, with intriguing little sprigs of shamrock 
pinned above their firm busts. Though many were only recently 
arrived immigrants whom everything surprised, some native 
cunning prompted those (whose nature was to run to greet) to put 
a little reserve into all their dealings and expressions. And though 
their eyes might be averted with virginal modesty, each new cavalier 
was noted and appraised. Low on their forehead bounced Celtic 
curls as the men approached with a consciously virile swagger the 
colleen of their choice, but their earthy excitement was soon curbed 
by some of the girls nonchalant reserve. Though pleased at first by 
the request, accepting an invitation to dance is never a simple matter 
in a place so big with fate. To show a bit of reluctance gave more edge 
too, however certain a girl’s acceptance might eventually be. Two 
young girls, who were sitting at a corner table would nudge each 
other. Any man who approached made them giggle with virginal 
hesitancy. The willing—the not so willing wilting wall-flowers, all 
were approached by the young cavaliers until eventually everybody 
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(even those who it seemed would refuse every would-be suitor’s 
advance) was dancing, swirling round the floor, heads up, flaunting 
their bold happiness. Some of the men held their partners so far at 
arms’ length, that if they wished to speak they had to shout. While 
others clutched theirs so tight many a poor girl was close to fainting 
from lack of air. Over by the bar voices roared with laughter at 
some tale that was certainly indecent. Now and then a girl would 
pull her chaste cheek back from a partner who was moulded to her 
bosom, their heads full of cautionary horrors about what kissing a 
man could lead to. Ground gained one moment seemed to be lost 
the next as each suffered the other’s feet. They were, from time to 
time, humiliated by the clumsy lunging and plunging that passed 
for dancing in some of the older men and for these the women had 
nothing but scowls and pouts and a longing for the dance to end, 
while more tender sentiments were aroused in a colleen’s heart for 
those with fresh skin and impeccable feet. But soon, like the music, 
everybody began to fall into their own natural rhythm. So the 
evening progressed with gaiety and laughter until finally the band 
stopped between two notes. There was a roll of drums from the 
stage as the band leader encouraged the ladies and gentlemen to 
take their partners for the last dance. Couples moved out onto the 
dance floor.

As the band struck up for The Siege of Ennis the floor was 
thronged with swaying dancers. While some of the men watched 
from the sides others including Seán Docherty stood finishing 
their drinks at the bar. The noise became intolerable as cheers and 
shouts were added to the tune. As the music ceased the crowd 
began to whistle and clap. The evening had come to an end; women 
were putting on their coats while men were making one last visit to 
the cloakroom. Though the dimming lights lent to the atmosphere 
a touch of melancholy, it was not a scene of sad partings; most 
would see one another the next day at mass. Then the lights went 
out completely, so they did not know where they stood. They might 
have remained clinging to the walls, or their own inadequacies, if 
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they had not evolved during the evening to a world of trust. Some 
lips were open to be kissed. Others after so many hours of intimacy 
intended to be touched (in an appropriate place) but fumblings in 
the dark reduced the girls to giggles, some put out a hand and there 
was nothing while others were thrown against a thigh so that there 
was laughter and many a sniggering jest as male and female bodies 
closer than they needed jostled amid smoke and human stuffiness 
towards the exit.

A few moments later they emerged from the depths of the 
darkened dance-hall into the cool night air. They might have 
felt cosseted except for the fact that whatever harmony they had 
experienced in the early part of the evening a discordant note had 
been struck for the latter. They moderated their step and huddled 
close, disturbed by the vagaries of a world they had been forced 
too quickly to re-enter. It was the natural outcome of limbs that 
have learnt to co-operate together, as they spotted the motionless 
apparitions lining the road which slabs of dark shadow were 
helping to dramatise into formalised poses of figures about to 
begin some sinister tango. The moon’s meagre light broke through 
a space in the clouds while the dancers continued hemmed in 
by the tall motionless forms, who still stood with a certain poise 
evidently gained from prolonged balance on the ball of the foot, 
not quite military nor yet were they auxiliaries, perhaps they were 
tango artists. They certainly seemed capable of breaking speedily 
from the rigid formations they had adopted into a quick step. By 
this time everybody was deceived, since most things had become 
disguised by so much proximity no one believed in them and yet 
suddenly their uniforms, their imperial helmets with the silver 
spike jutting from the crown, their arrogant faces expressive of 
triumph aroused in the dancers the base fear of foreign authority 
that centuries of subjugation had engraved upon their soul. All 
that had hitherto been happy and joyful in the dance-hall had 
disappeared and what was now visible was only calculated to awake 
fear or provoke anger, which indeed it did as some tried to suppress 
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their sense of injustice while others where all for having a go. Their 
indecision produced other more complex motives of hesitation, 
for few doubted the possibility that the encounter would end 
well for the dancers, and as if to confirm that sentiment, a police 
superintendent began ordering the Irish men and women to ‘Move 
along, clear the pavement’. He shouted, menacing with suitable 
penalties those who should be disobedient to his authority. The 
people who had gathered on the pavement, talking in groups now, 
began to give each other courage by asserting from time to time 
that they’d soon have to be going anyway. But not until they began 
to advance preparatory to making their way homeward did the 
crowd allow themselves to contemplate fully the danger with which 
they might be faced. For the borough councils in areas where Irish 
pubs and dance halls were situated were quick to latch onto a scam 
that greatly helped to enhance their revenues: fine heavily Irish 
drunks. And the police were only too happy to apply the law, except 
that very often they found that the Irish monopoly on drunkenness 
turned out to be a myth, but they were not too dismayed. The 
British bobby is nothing if not inventive. Simply arrest anyone with 
an Irish accent drunk or sober.

Now, with their backs to the contoured doorway of the dance 
hall, they felt shapeless with a fear they were not yet prepared 
to admit by a difference which they had been made to feel, not 
knowing to what extent they were at the mercy of anarchy.

Then something amazing occurred, the more improbable 
because the man could hardly stand up straight. The two opposing 
groups watched quietly and in the prevailing silence he might have 
seemed invisible. Thus lulled, he continued his dubious journey 
with footsteps that were no longer familiar to him, though the sense 
of weightlessness which was so exhilarating in free swinging limbs, 
made him sure of completing his journey by direct means and 
approaches. Somewhere a room, a bed, that recurring promise, was 
doubtless beckoning, waiting for the weary, which strengthened his 
resolve. Teetering sideways with little drunken steps he continued 
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on his way, clinging to whatever was offered him by way of support, 
stretching the body from the tip of the toes to the top of the head. 
He seemed to find the sensation pleasant for he was shaking his 
head and smiling, the smile of the upright running a gauntlet of 
cripples, cripples whose lopsided figures loomed on either side 
and did in fact guide as he progressed according to some law of 
motion between their serried ranks, until suddenly and savagely 
the sequence of events was wrenched out of his control and he 
perceived that the legs of the cripples were long and straight. It was 
only their large heads that conveyed an impression of deformity. 
With an expression that was almost touching in its helplessness he 
looked up to see one of them staring down at him from an odd 
angle. Nice and extremely polite, the policeman asked him where 
he was going. Relieved after his sudden twinge of fear, here was a 
friendly face, a friendly soul.

“Sir,” he began, he felt grateful for the chance to explain himself, 
“I’m going home.” In fact he was so convinced he repeated himself a 
couple of times.

“Ah,” said the policeman as if it were of hardly any interest to him. 
But as the home lover made to walk or stagger off, hands grabbed 
him roughly. He was aware of confused shouting, and he fought 
against the hands that held him, shouting, “Let me go. Let go of 
me,” but they didn’t let him go, his squirming body was dragged 
towards a Black Maria and powerful hands lifted him up off the 
ground and fired him head first into the back of it. Angered by his 
countryman’s treatment a young Galway man pushed himself as far 
forward as he could and challenged the policemen to put up their 
fists and fight fair.

“Come on then Pat,” a voice hailed from the police ranks, “I’ll give 
you a go,” and to his surprise one of the coppers stepped forward 
with his fists raised and his body crouched in perfect imitation of 
a pugilist’s stance. The young Galway lad stood there among the 
crowd bewildered for a moment by the prompt acceptance of his 
challenge. “Come on then” sneered the copper provocatively. Which 
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indeed the young lad did. It was a fatal error, for no sooner had 
he emerged from the anonymity of the crowd than half a dozen of 
the policeman’s colleagues sprang forward, grabbed him and swiftly 
reunited him with his comrade in the police van. While these 
dramas were being played out, the shadows had enshrouded every 
building. Now the shadows assumed ever more vicious shapes. In 
the boisterous night the two parties were perhaps unaware of the 
play of shade and light, though it did seem to place them in the 
same mould but the uniformed men rejected that esoteric theory, 
moving towards the Irish dancers with an anger that had only been 
suspended. They drew their truncheons, to put them on equal 
footing. The levelling influence of a lump of hickory, without which 
they would be no match for an honest pair of work-hardened fists. 
And they who had been reared among the green fields waited, their 
backs against a concrete arcade, their hands raised less from reason 
than by instinct, and waited for the foe to try and breach their 
human wall. For the field whether it be intended for ploughing or 
battle is the natural habitat of the Celts.

But in all, especially the women, the over-riding impulse was to 
get away. For the moons meagre light had magnified the objects 
on which it was lingering. Faced by the dark demon that was 
threatening them, its persecuting presence undulating in and out 
of time, obscured a freedom which they had somehow never fully 
attained.

In the ensuing confusion, Seán Docherty slipped away. Limping 
into a side street that led out near Camden Town church, whether 
through fear or some nobler emotion it was not the moment to 
consider, for the police snatch squads were now laying into the 
crowd with such a ferocity it evinced indifference to the safety 
and dignity of the women, some of who now began fearing more 
for their unborn children than for themselves or their husbands. 
The police, their faces white under the formal helmet, might have 
been surprised by the bravery of these bog trotters whom they had 
expected to grovel in keeping with their lowly station and in view 
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of the superior weapons and tactics of their assailants. Nothing 
daunted, the Battle of Camden Town continued unabated as the 
unarmed men strove to hold their own. If they sustained physical 
wounds from arching truncheons, they neither flinched nor cried, 
but countered instead with vigorous kicks and punches, cursing and 
grunting from the effort to defend themselves. There was no time 
for more, the police were closing on them, the place was in uproar, 
the crowd roaring, shouting and pressing forward. But the police 
were in tight formation, shoulder to shoulder, pushing their way 
ruthlessly through the dancers. Their charge seemed irresistible 
until, a storming fury, strength pouring from his gushing veins, a 
giant, red faced, red haired, swinging his huge fists cleaved a breach 
in the police ranks. The bobbies were thrown aside, and were 
trampled as the dancing Irish filled the breach that their comrade 
had made. Their ordered ranks now broken, the battle bloody, the 
policemen wavered to and fro. And now the inferiority of their 
truncheons became apparent, deprived of leverage in the tightly 
packed mêlée they were unable to swing them. Almost sobbing 
with rage they were thrown forward with only their fists left for the 
bloody struggle. The sweat had turned to an unprepossessing hue 
upon their rugged features, adding a hostile radiance to their skin. 
Yet evidence of a nobler countenance emerging was being coaxed 
out of the moon’s uncertain light. Seán Docherty had returned 
with the priest.

In the hostile night the priest walked dauntlessly to the police 
ranks. He did not try to force his way but silently walked through 
the police lines which spontaneously opened for him. They could be 
courteous, those uniformed men who would not hesitate to risk life 
and limb in helping old ladies across the road in rush hour traffic 
as if they were their own dear mums. So they stood and watched 
as the priest walked nobly towards them. Though they were not 
so sure about the avatar’s companion whose approach lacked 
resoluteness, his status was unclear. Suddenly the silence that had 
descended conveyed itself to the commander. He turned abruptly, 
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the gleam of fanaticism fading from his eyes as he looked into the 
austere face of the old priest. The police snatch squads, as if obeying 
a single will, ceased their obscene onslaught and turned their gaze 
towards their commander, who stood somewhat awkwardly facing 
the cleric, who showed no sign of preparing to put him at his ease. 
Instead he launched into a withering rebuke.

“As guardian, like myself, of morality, decency and justice, sir,” 
said the priest firmly, “you will understand the deep distress I 
should feel were I forced to make out a report to your superiors 
and the press about the actions that have taken place tonight under 
your command.”

The dance-hall crowd stood waiting expectantly; the silence 
hypnotised there was not even a cough or the sound of a sigh. 
With an effort the police chief ’s mouth opened and it seemed he 
was going to reply but the priest gave him no time. While his less 
precise attendant, unused to assisting at such ceremonies, stood 
clenching his clumsy hands to control his emotions, perhaps 
dreading more the priest’s abrupt utterances than the policeman’s 
threatening attitude. Seán Docherty would have liked to push his 
reluctant arms into his trouser pockets but refrained at the last 
moment out of deference for his new office. ‘We can discuss this 
together later, sir,” continued the cleric, “but for now, as I am sure 
you’ll appreciate, these people need to be up early for their work 
in the morning along with those who may have been detained by 
mistake in your vans.”

The police chief, who had earlier turned amidst his men to face 
the priest, to deliver an ultimatum, a brutal one if necessary, was 
now reduced to taking refuge inside his thick blue serge. Though 
his eyes, which glanced once or twice, no more than formally, never 
out of interest at Seán Docherty, now appeared expressive of a 
state of anticipation rather than fear. His expression continued 
to menace but the cleric’s higher self remained untarnished by 
the layman’s heavy presence, even the new acolyte seemed to 
have benefited from his short association with the good Father 
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and stood erect with something of the monastic about him now. 
Certainly Seán Docherty’s face had grown leaner as both parties 
stood staring at one another, trying to decide who had the better of 
it. Of course the police officer knew that his authority as guardian 
of the Queen’s highway was beyond dispute. He had never failed 
to deliver prisoners to their proper destination in his long and 
illustrious career, but his encounter with this priest might yet place 
some doubt on that. Suspecting this, while avoiding confirmation, 
he waited to hear what the priest was going to say next. Perhaps he 
might commit himself in some gross or subtle way? 

The dark robed priest looked solemnly over at the Black Marias. 
He might have been summoning subtler energies before continuing 
sadly. “Though it is doubtful now whether normal relationships 
can ever be established,” he made the words linger, “the best one 
can hope for is that, after a night’s rest, not too many will press 
charges in the morning for assault.” His tone was one of resignation 
and acceptance of a fact. It was a bluff but excellently done. After 
this prediction the seer fell silent, while the superfluous assistant’s 
limbs began trembling, audibly thrilled by the master’s daring. As 
the vans were being opened up the humiliated police chief (not 
yet entirely vanquished) recovering some of his self importance 
(though mentally the knighthood was receding), straightened up 
his braided shoulders and commenced to blather. But the priest 
would not be shaken. Though dressed in humble black, he was 
destined for the crimson.

Then the crowd were saluting and waving. Their ‘God bless you 
father’ ricocheting off the Black Marias as they made their way 
home.
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